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The Big Band, Iasi NC, Romania

« URBAN CONNECTIONS » 

Article by the group from Barnum, Roeselare

After watching this play, we felt fascinated. The Romanian group put a mirror in front of 
the audience. It made us reflect on ourselves. The group also showed their own culture 
to the audience. A very personal and touching monologue engaged the audience.

We felt connected because of the communal theme of accepting yourself and being 
brave. The message was very powerful and clear. Even the audience was involved in the 
play by reciting lines that the actors said.

The costumes added to the message of the play. The music had a lot of rhythm and 
brought the piece alive.  The group hug was heart-warming and showed a lot of team 
spirit. The girl doing sign language was a nice, original touch to the play.

The theme of frontiers was addressed through different aspects of our lives such as 
politics, social interactions and education.  

Thank you all for the great performance and daring to do something experimental that 
wasn’t fatal!
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International Centre Lingvist, Russia

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM

Article by Atheneum Wispelberg, Gent

The Shakespearia Company brought us a modern twist on a classical theme. Even if 
the actors had performed the story in a different language we would still have been 
captivated by it. The visuals were so strong – it worked on every level. 

We loved how the forest was portrayed. No props needed – their hands and bodies 
visualised the trees, the wind, the birds. The whispers recreated the sounds of a deep 
forest. It took the audience on a trip in the woods. The circular movements of the actors 
kept the audience on the tips of their toes. We were always wondering: what’s next? 

Everyone was on stage all the time and they used the space in a fun and entertaining 
way. The background music loop enhanced the atmosphere and supported the acting. 

The group did not shy away from humour either. The light wordplay uplifted the 
Shakespearean language, making it sound less bombastic.

In one word: fantastic! Congratulations to the group!
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‘Last train to glory’ was an excellent play, which we enjoyed a lot. It had a great setting: 
the music, the costumes, and the props created a wonderful atmosphere. We enjoyed 
each character individually, but also the group as a whole.

Vita & Pax succeeded in keeping us interested throughout the play. We watched it sitting 
on the edge of our seats. We definitely liked the story and we loved the surprising end-
ing. We, as a group of girls, also liked the romantic scenes because of the vulnerability of 
the characters and how they interacted with each other.

The plot compels the audience to think outside the box and to reflect upon life and 
afterlife.

We really want to congratulate Vita & Pax on their outstanding performance!

Vita & Pax, Schoten

LAST TRAIN TO GLORY

Article by Sint-Ursula, OLV Waver
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